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DISCLAIMER

The content of  this communication is for informational purposes only. You should not construe
any information contained herein as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. You should
not rely on the information contained herein as a basis for making any business, legal or other
decisions. RWA Company LLC and its members, officers, directors, owners, employees, agents,
representatives, suppliers and service providers cannot be held liable for any of  the information
contained in this communication.

Nothing contained herein constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer by
RWA Company LLC or any third party service provider to buy or sell any securities or other
financial instruments in any jurisdiction.

THIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED “AS IS” FROM HV BANCORP INC AND ITS
PUBLIC FILINGS; RWA COMPANY LLC TAKES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ITS
ACCURACY.

Quoted and example yields are as of  3/21/2022
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SUMMARY TERMS:

● Counterparty: (RWA-XX) Huntingdon Valley Bank, a Pennsylvania Chartered Bank
founded in 1871, held by HV Bancorp. Inc. (NASDAQ Listed: HVBC)

● The Real World Asset(s): Huntingdon Valley Bank originated loans, rated “6” or better
(lower is better) by HVBank’s credit assessment, 50% held by HVBank, 50% by a Trust for
the benefit of  MakerDAO

● Lender Legal Entity for the benefit of  MakerDAO:A Delaware statutory trust for the
benefit of  MakerDAO (a “MakerDAO Bank Participation Trust” or “Multi-Bank
Participation Trust” or “MBPTrust”)

● An Initial Debt Ceiling of: $100 Million
● 12 month goal: $1 Billion
● Yield Benchmarks: 30-Day Average SOFR (currently 0.083%) & “Like-Term” US

Treasury (e.g. 5-year UST currently 2.310%)
● Minimum Net Yield to MBPTrust Over Benchmarks: 75 basis points (bps) over 30 Day

Average SOFR (0.083% as of  March 21st, 2022) for floating rate loans (implying  a minimum
floating of  0.833%), and 30 bps over the like-term treasury for fixed rate loans (e.g. 2.610%
for a 5-year fixed rate loan)

● Expected net yield to the MBPTrust at the time of  origination and participation is
conservatively (net of  all S,G,&R Fees):3.00%

● Retroactively adjusting the vault stability fee to match the net yield to the vault from
the MBPTrust (the “Real Stability Fee”): monthly

● [ALTERNATIVE] Stability fee will be set to 0% and cost of  capital will be outlined
in the purchase agreement, net interest will be sent to the surplus buffer: quarterly

Disclaimer:

Except for statements of  historical fact, certain information set forth in this presentation contains forward-looking
information and forward-looking statements.

These statements are not guarantees of  future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such
forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual
performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of  future performance or
result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.

Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what management of  the Company
believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be
accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The
Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if  circumstances or management’s estimates or
opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The reader is cautioned not to place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements.

Neither principals nor employees of RWAC retain equity or debt positions in Huntingdon Valley Bank or HV
Bancorp Inc.
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Executive Summary:
This MIP6 is submitted by Huntingdon Valley Bank (“HVB” or “HVBank” or the “Bank” or
“Portfolio Manager” or  “Asset Manager” or “Counterparty”), a State Chartered American
commercial bank owned by the publicly-held holding company HV Bancorp. Inc. (NASDAQ Listed:
HVBC), subject to regulatory oversight from the Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), the Pennsylvania Department of  Banking and Securities, and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) (Investor Relations and Public Filings).

HVBank proposes using a legal structure wherein HVBank enters into a Master Purchase
Agreement, having more than one Portfolio Purchase Agreement, with a Delaware Statutory Trust
for the benefit of  MakerDAO (the “MakerDAO Bank Participation Trust” or the “Multi-Bank
Participation Trust” or “MBPTrust”). While the facility will be structured with the intention of
having the ability to onboard multiple banks, it is currently only intended to be used for HVB.  A
Trust Agreement will establish The Multi-Bank Participation Trust for the benefit of  MakerDAO as
a separate, bankruptcy-remote entity, with a regulated Delaware Corporate Trustee who will verify
that all material actions of  the Trust are carried out in accordance with MKR votes. HVBank intends
for the Master Purchase Agreement, together with any Portfolio Purchase Agreement, to govern
true participation(s) of  loans originated by HVBank under Pennsylvania law and not as a direct
financing.

The First Portfolio Purchase Agreement proposed is for pari-passu participations in loans
(individually a “Participated Loan” or collectively the “Participated Loans”) that are either originated
by HVBank or are loans purchased or syndicated from another State- or Federally- Chartered
financial institution or other satisfactory non-chartered financial institutions, with each Participated
Loan assigned a credit rating by HVBank of  6 or better (lower is better) out of  10 (credit rating
details herein).

HVBank will retain a minimum of  fifty percent (50%) ownership in the principal of  the HVBank
Participated Loans. Over time, HVBank will petition MakerDAO to reduce the minimum ownership
percentages on Participated Loans such that HVBank proposes to retain down to a minimum of  five
percent (5%) ownership at all times. This would mirror other existing loan syndication or
partnership programs like the SBA or Main Street Lending programs.

The HVBank loans originated by HVBank’s Commercial Lending Division have fixed and floating
rates, with generally five (5) or fewer years of  term, however from time to time on construction or
mortgage loans total terms of  up to ten (10) years as may be required by market conditions and
underlying collateral, and they belong to one of  the following Loan Categories:

(i) amortizing commercial mortgage loans on stabilized commercial real estate investments
(“Amortizing CRE Mortgages”);

(ii) construction financing secured by commercial real estate investments (“Construction
Loans”);
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(iii) senior revolving debt of  private lender clients of  HVBank who finance the prior two
Categories “Lender Finance Lines”);

(iv) loans (term or revolver) to non-real estate businesses that are collateralized by
receivables, inventory, equipment, and/or other assets of  the business (“Business Loans”);

(v) the government guaranteed portion of  Small Business Administration loans (“SBA
Loans”); and

(vi) senior-secured revolving lines of  credit to approved private equity funds used to support
investments through assigned capital calls (“Capital Call Lines”).

In summary, all loans originated by HVBank in its ordinary course of  business and that in all factors
comply with the Bank’s credit policy and loan origination guidelines, including but not limited to the
aforementioned loan Categories, shall be considered the HVBank Participated Loans and therefore
the proposed Initial Loan Categories.

Furthermore, all loans purchased by HVBank and participated with the MBPTrust must meet all
standard credit and risk conditions of  HVBank described herein and fit one of  the aforementioned
Categories (i) through (vi), with a satisfactory credit rating from HVBank, and HVBank having a
pari passu relationship with the MBPTrust.

For the quarters 2Q21, 3Q21, and 4Q21, HVBank’s Commercial Lending Division originated new
commercial loan production of  $42.4M, $27.6M, and $49.6M, respectively, in the aforementioned
Loan Categories. In the 1Q22, HVBank originated year-to-date $31.1M with an additional $46M in
underwriting or closing processes. The following table illustrates the diversification of  loan
production for the periods 1Q21 through 1Q22 and the projected pipeline as they pertained to the
Loan Categories. This table does not present production in prior periods or production from other
business areas of  HVBank such as the residential mortgage division. This graph shows the quarterly
accretion of  HVBank Originated and HVBank Syndicated Loans diversified across the proposed
Loan Categories as support for the proposed production for the Master Purchase Agreement.
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HVBank currently has a legal lending limit of  approximately seven million dollars ($7M) per
borrower relationship. While the proposed facility will participate in loans to new borrowers and to
repeat borrowers of  HVBank, the proposed relationship with MakerDAO will be strategic for
HVBank insofar as it will allow the Bank to maintain and grow relationships with customers by
expanding its effective lending limit. Loans to new and to repeat borrowers will comply with the
same credit requirements.

On the 2021 commercial loan production, the gross interest yield on all non-construction loans
averaged about 4.50%, gross interest yield on construction loans averaged about 5.0%, and the total
weighted average gross interest yield averaged about 4.65%.

For the year ended 2021, HVBank as a whole reported $210,000 of  loan losses (losses incurred on
an outstanding loan) on total average assets at FYE of  $554.4 million (average loans of  $313.8
million) and total outstanding loans at FYE of  $376.5 million, for a credit loss rate of  around 0.06%.

Total average assets includes treasury securities, cash, investments, deposits at other banks, loans1

held for sale (residential mortgages), and outstanding loans (loans receivable) net of  allowance for
loan losses.

1

https://cdr.�ec.gov/public/ViewPDFFacsimile.aspx?subID=1637206&FIName=HUNTINGDON%
20VALLEY%20BANK&CertNum=30464&PDF508=false
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Link to view this table

The guaranteed minimum net floating rate yield to the Multi-Bank Participation Trust (the
“MBPTrust”, for the benefit of  MakerDAO) at the time of  origination and participation is 75 bps
over the average one (1) month SOFR (replacement for LIBOR) (currently 0.083%, so the
guaranteed minimum net floating rate yield to the MBPTrust would currently be 0.833%). The
guaranteed minimum net fixed rate yield to the MBPTrust at the time of  origination and
participation is 30 basis points (“bps”) over the closest like-term United States treasury yield (i.e. the
“like-term treasury”). For example, the 5-year like-term treasury rate is currently 2.310%, so the
guaranteed minimum net fixed rate yield to the MBPTrust on fixed rate loans with maturities of
5-years would currently be 2.610%).

MakerDAO will be the proportionate beneficiary of  over-performance in the yield and HVBank is
incentivized to over-perform for MakerDAO as both entities share in the maximum market
sustainable yield.

At the current benchmark rates, the expected net yield to the MBPTrust (net of  expected S,G,&R
Fees) at the time of  origination and participation is conservatively 3.00%. The intention of  the
portfolio is to have a mix of  fixed and variable rates that hedge overall rate exposure, balancing yield
with other risk factors.

So called “S,G,&R Fees” include all fees for the Loan Servicing (by HVBank), fees for Loan
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Reporting by RWA Company LLC (“RWAC”), and fees for governance-work by RWAC (these
collective fees are “S,G,&R Fees”).

HVBank’s Servicing Fees: HVBank will be the Master Servicer and, as needed, the Special
Servicer, utilizing HVBank’s full Servicing Departments and Special Servicer expertise, which
handles nearly one billion dollars of  annual loan transactions across all divisions.HVBank
Originated commercial loans will primarily use Pennsylvania law and will, if  under Pennsylvania law,
include a Confession of  Judgmentprovision which gives the lender enormous leverage in the event
of  a borrower default.

RWAC’s G&R fees: RWAC is building a (wide) bridge between regulated banking systems and
(regulated) Decentralized Finance. For regulated counterparties, RWAC abstracts away the challenges
presented by Maker governance and acts as a navigator to the process. As part of  RWAC’s Reporting
Service, RWAC will retrieve and deliver the off-chain data about assets relevant to the facility, and
distribute this information to the MakerDAO community (unless said data must be permissioned, in
which case RWAC will distribute that data to relevant Core Units who are under NDA). As part of
this governance-work, for the benefit of  MakerDAO, clients of  RWAC who are seeking governance
approval for a debt ceiling (the borrower-counterparties) have agreed to the following provisions,
which RWAC believes benefit MakerDAO:

A. To furnish all information necessary for RWAC to provide its services. Counterparty
will be responsible for the completeness and accuracy of all of the information
counterparty provides to RWAC and counterparty will be asked to sign verifications
attesting to reasonable accuracy and completeness. If counterparty knowingly or
willfully provides any incorrect or incomplete information that RWAC relies on, that
will cause irreparable harm to RWAC

B. To attend all calls, presentations, visits, and other meetings upon RWAC’s reasonable
request.

C. To facilitate communication between RWAC and borrower-counterparty’s other
advisers, including legal counsel, accountants and tax advisers, as is reasonable.

D. To work exclusively in coordination with RWAC when interacting with MakerDAO
in any capacity

E. To share data with RWAC necessary for a MIP6 application to MakerDAO for a
vault (a credit facility) and for maintaining the good standing of  any vault

The provision of RWAC’s Engagement Agreement that HVBank “work exclusively with RWAC
when interacting with MakerDAO in any capacity” (until such time RWAC ceases to operate or a
Counterparty terminates their engagement with RWAC) is intended make RWAC valuable to
MakerDAO as a trusted service provider through which MakerDAO can efficiently manage many
Counterparties. RWAC believes this role offers increasing value to MakerDAO as real asset lending
scales. RWAC will not in any way impede communication between any counterparty and any relevant
core units or the community. RWAC will act as an additional hand-holder or guide for
decision-makers at regulated TradFi counterparties (and traditional service providers) who may be
new to crypto and MakerDAO.
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The total S,G,&R Fees will be equal to one and one-quarter of one percent (1.25%) per annum on
the first $10,000,000 participated to the MBPTrust of each individual Participated Loan (the “Base
Loan Balance”). Over the Base Loan Balance, S,G,&R Fees on amounts participated to the
MBPTrust out of each Participated Loan shall be three quarters of one percent (0.75%) per annum.
For example, if HVBank participates $12M of a loan ($24M total loan size) to the MBPTrust, the
S,G,&R Fees shall be ($10MM * 1.25%) + ($2M *.75%) = $125,000 + $15,000 = $140,000 per year,
reducing proportionately to any amortization of the underlying loan (S,G,&R Fees decline on each
participated loan as each loan amortizes).

G&R will be 50 bps (0.50%) paid to RWAC for that work but, so that the ongoing alignment of
interests between RWAC and MakerDAO is reinforced, the G&R Fees shall be at risk for RWAC if
the MBPTrust fails to achieve the guaranteed minimum yields promised.

The requested initial debt ceiling for the first Master Purchase Agreement, First Portfolio Purchase
Agreement of  the MBPTrust isone-hundred million dollars ($100M) of  HVBank Participated
Loans diversified across all proposed Loan Categories, to be deployed over a period of  twelve (12) to
twenty-four (24) months from inception.

At MakerDAO’s option, for the purpose of  scaling and diversifying real world asset collateral, The
MBPTrust could expand the scope of  the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement or enter into
additional Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s) with HVBank, with debt ceilings(s) to be determined at
the time of  approval and issuance, allowing for the Trust to purchase loans originated by HVBank
(or syndicated, on the market, with HVBank’s coordination and participation), with floating and
fixed rates in one of  theseAdditional Loan Categories to follow. If  rates are fixed, the maximum
maturity on any fixed rate period is five (5) years.

● (vii) residential mortgages that conform to Agency Requirements (“Agency Residential
Loans”)

● (viii)residential mortgages originated by HVBank that advantage owners of  digital
assets(“Crypto Primary Residence Loans”)

● (ix) a portfolio of  performing unsecured consumer loans (“Personal Loans”)

The Agency Residential Loans, Crypto Primary Residence Loans, and Personal Loans (collectively
the “Additional Loan Categories”) will allow HVBank and the Trust to diversify their investments
into a wider range of  asset classes and debt types. These Additional Loan Categories are not
included in the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement and are being highlighted as an option for
Subsequent Portfolio Purchase Agreements that increase scale and diversification of  real asset
collateral for Dai.

Any Subsequent Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s) will contain mutually agreed upon parameters
between the Trust and HVBank, including that HVBank retain a minimum ownership sufficient to
align the Bank’s interests with MakerDAO, that loans are rated “6” or better (lower is better) by
HVBank’s credit assessment, and that HVBank service the loans.
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This MIP6 references this criteria provided by RWF CU.

1. Asset Manager (or, in general, the Applicant): has the size, structure, personnel, and
resources for managing the business and implementing the investment mandate including

a. The ownership provides oversight
i. Consistent professional & ethical behavior
ii. Reasonable ownership structure
iii. Reasonable governance structure
iv. Strategic direction
v. Accountability, including

1. Selection, support and review of  senior management
2. Strategic planning
3. Financial oversight
4. Legal oversight

b. Senior Management provides management including
i. Consistent professional & ethical behavior
ii. Clear reporting lines
iii. Separation of  duties
iv. Significant experience of  success (& track record) investing in eligible and

related assets, including origination, underwriting, structuring, servicing and
portfolio management

v. Experience working together or reasonable demonstration of  capacity to
perform as a newly formed organization

vi. Knowledgeable on current trends in
1. Eligible and related assets
2. Market financing terms and structures
3. Credit performance
4. Competition
5. Regulation and compliance

vii. Mitigating key man risk
c. Ownership and Management are aligned with Maker

i. Demonstrable and meaningful economic exposure given nature of
transaction (measured on a relative basis)

ii. All third party transactions are conducted at arm’s length
iii. Disclosure of  all potential conflicts of  interest with Maker, MKR holders, or

any related party
d. The Asset Manager has the processes, staffing and channels to source investments

i. Policies and procedures
ii. Staffing and resources
iii. Active/prospective pipeline demonstrating significant scale and eligible

profile of  collateral
e. The Asset Manager follows investment processes at both the fund level and

(individual asset) investment level, including
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i. Fund investment and portfolio management process
1. Fund guidelines, policies and procedures including

a. Strategy
b. Risk appetite
c. Eligible assets
d. Fund concentration limits
e. Use of  leverage and subordination levels
f. Performance benchmarking

2. Ongoing portfolio management, including
a. Policies and procedures
b. Monitoring investments, including monitoring of  originators,

servicers, backup servicers and other third party service
providers

c. Updating fund and investment forecasts, including stress
cases, as needed

d. Fund and Investment valuations
e. Portfolio compliance and auditing
f. Workouts

3. Fund and portfolio management decision process
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ii. Individual asset investment process
1. Investment underwriting policies and procedures including

a. Investment strategy and risk appetite
b. Originator review
c. Servicer review
d. Collateral performance assessment with expected and

stressed performance forecasts
e. Concentration matrix
f. Transaction finance structure
g. Transaction legal structure with bankruptcy risk analysis (see

section 4 below)
h. Cash flow modeling sensitivity analysis
i. Surveillance and reporting
j. Title or lien searches and insurance

2. Individual investment decision process
iii. Investment personnel for fund and individual investments including

1. Roles, responsibilities and reporting lines
2. Separation for investment vs ongoing portfolio decisioning
3. Experienced credit investors/structurers/fund managers in eligible

assets
4. Ability to assess, structure and price investment grade transactions
5. Experience overseeing originators and servicers
6. Experienced with portfolio management and workouts
7. Mitigating key man risk

iv. Process for changing Investment Guidelines and Policies
v. Process for transitioning to another asset manager if  Asset Manager exits

f. The Asset Manager follows Risk Management processes including
i. Policies and procedures
ii. Staffing and resources
iii. Roles, responsibilities and reporting lines
iv. Oversight at both fund and investment level
v. Pricing/valuation at both fund and investment level

g. The Asset Manager provides reporting to the investor including
i. Technology, systems and information security
ii. Fund level and investment level
iii. Frequency, accuracy and timing
iv. Detailed fund remittance with cash reconciliation
v. Non-performing portfolio tracking and recovery guidance

h. The Asset Manager follows audit and quality control processes that address key risks
to business and investment portfolio

i. Policies and procedures
ii. Staffing and resources

i. The Asset Manager has financial controls, liquidity and funding including
i. Audited financial statements for Asset Manager, funds, and borrowers
ii. Capital sources for funds outstanding
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iii. Debt facilities outstanding
iv. Consistently profitable Asset Manager or at least 12 months operating cash

on hand
v. Three year financial model including required funding

1. Asset under management
2. Asset performance
3. Personnel
4. Technology and systems

j. The Asset Manager follows legal and compliance processes including
i. Policies and procedures
ii. Staffing and resources
iii. Legal and Compliance framework mitigating key risks such as KYC/AML
iv. Disclosure of  any pending corporate events, regulatory action or material

litigation
v. Disclosure of  conflicts of  interest between the asset manager and the

proposed end-borrower entities
vi. Disclosure of  litigation or bankruptcies of  end-borrowers

2. Asset Manager Historical Performance: the Asset Manager provides a performance track
record that demonstrates their ability to generate risk adjusted returns through the business
cycle, including

a. Fund and investment level details
i. Monthly investment
ii. Losses analysis and rationale

1. Senior and junior facility level
2. Asset level

b. In the eligible and related assets
c. Includes gross returns, various expenses and net returns to investors
d. Use of  leverage
e. As compared with a reasonable performance benchmark
f. Auditable

3. Transaction Financial Structure: The proposal’s financial structure, asset base, and cash flow
analysis support the timely repayment of  interest and principal for the given tranche. A key
initial consideration will be whether the asset pool is a static pool (fixed assets with a stated
payment profile) or a revolving pool (where new assets and/or new borrowings can be
added to, or subtracted from, the collateral pool, within a certain time frame). Static pools
are less complex and operationally intensive than revolving asset pools. Revolving asset pools
will require contractual mechanisms to ensure that the new on-boarded assets meet the
eligibility criteria set forth in the financing documents and the risk retention standards are
maintained.

a. Financial structure
i. Cash flow diagram (DAI to USD/Other to DAI)
ii. Priority of  payments

1. Timing of  funds received from assets
2. Payment of  recurrent transaction expenses

a. Trustee or equivalent
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b. Servicer
c. General administration

3. Other senior payments such as hedging cost
4. Payment of  Interest
5. Payment of  Principal
6. Prepayment provisions
7. Other funds or payments
8. Any payment caps/limits
9. Post event of  default priority of  payments

iii. Account control
1. Collateral security over SPV account(s)
2. Mechanics for payments from SPV accounts

iv. Credit Enhancement
1. Overcollateralization
2. Excess Spread
3. Cash Reserve Accounts
4. Subordination
5. Third Party Liquidity

v. Performance Thresholds / Triggers
1. Delinquencies (current / cumulative)
2. Defaults (current / cumulative)
3. Cash shortfalls
4. Others

vi. Financial Covenants
1. Asset Manager financial health
2. Originator financial health
3. Servicer financial health
4. Borrower creditworthiness

vii. Audit, accounting and reporting
b. Asset Base: asset eligibility criteria and concentration limits

i. Detailed investment policies and processes for the fund level
ii. Detailed investment policies and processes for the investment level

c. Cash flow analysis
i. Expected, stressed and break even scenarios
ii. Detailed collateral performance assumptions such as

1. Default curves
2. Prepayment curves
3. Replines
4. Recoveries
5. Interest rates
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4. Transaction Legal Structure: each Proposal should be reflective of  acceptable securitization
practice in the relevant jurisdiction. Proposals in the United States, European Union,
Asia-Pacific, Oceania and elsewhere will be largely driven by the legal regimes applicable to
those jurisdictions.
The RWF CU will seek support from professional legal intermediaries senior/experienced in
customary practice in these jurisdictions to benchmark a transaction against a market
standard practice. The RWF CU clearly recognizes the potential for regulatory risks in the
crypto space. Thus, the RWF CU views the transaction structure to be an evolving process
guided by historical precedent.
Rather than be prescriptive as to form, the RWF CU has identified the following as
important principles for any potential legal structure. The RWF CU’s focus will be on
substance over form. Of  course, certain exceptions may be appropriate from time to time in
respect of  “proof  of  concept” transactions with recognized, rated and regulated financial
institutions (e.g. SocGen).

a. Avoid bankruptcy risk of  the Asset Originator
i. Transfer of  assets from originator to a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”)

1. True sale in form and substance to remove assets from the
originator’s bankruptcy estate - transfer of  equitable and legal rights

ii. Delivery of  a true sale legal opinion from external counsel
As a legal matter, in the United States, no structure can be “bankruptcy
proof ” as the Bankruptcy regime in the United States grants debtors and the
bankruptcy court with debtor-friendly rights and powers. The purpose of  the
“true sale” is to create bankruptcy remoteness.
Bankruptcy risk may be different in other jurisdictions where creditors have
stronger rights during the insolvency process.

b. Avoid substantive consolidation of  SPV with the Asset Originator
i. Demonstrate separateness of  SPV and originator in operations, governance,

administration, and organizational formalities. Factors that support
substantive consolidation include:

1. Common ownership or control
2. Common directors
3. Consolidated filing of  tax returns
4. Consolidated accounting treatment
5. Inter-corporate loans/guarantees
6. Commingling of  assets and business functions
7. Asset transfers without observance of  corporate formalities
8. Common books and records, payment of  liabilities, holding

themselves as related entities
ii. Delivery of  a non-consolidation legal opinion

c. SPV Characteristics
i. SPV has limits on its purpose and activities
ii. SPV restricted from the issuance of  indebtedness
iii. SPV restricted from the issuance of  guarantees
iv. SPV restricted from mergers or reorganizations
v. SPV restricted from changes to its organizational documents
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vi. SPV mitigation of  entity-level taxation
vii. SPV has an independent director
viii. SPV organizational documents require the vote of  the independent director

to make a bankruptcy filing or to amend the SPVs organizational documents
ix. Independent director is required to vote in the interests of  the SPV and its

debt securityholders
x. Methodology for the removal/resignation of  the independent director
xi. SPV restricted from termination of  its existence
xii. Separateness covenants
xiii. Non-petition clauses in contracts between SPV and 3rd parties

d. Transaction Considerations
i. Form of  SPV issuer (grantor trust, statutory trust, limited liability company,

other, etc.)
1. Case-by-case subject to applicable jurisdiction
2. Focus on substance over form
3. Most third party agents (trustees, etc.) will limit/restrict duties and

liabilities (if  permitted by applicable law)
ii. Existence of  an agent to act for senior and junior security holders

1. Enforcement of  security holder rights
2. Funds collection and distribution (e.g., Tinlake)

iii. Covenant Package (affirmative and negative)
iv. Representations and Warranties
v. Payment priority

vi. Events of  default
vii. Enforcement rights of  security holders
viii. Indemnities
ix. Delegations of  authority to third party
x. Security interest / filings

e. Servicing and Collections
i. SPV will require a servicing agreement for servicing and collecting on the

underlying collateral
1. Asset originator is typically the servicer
2. Ensure servicer is a priority payment in cash waterfall
3. Mechanism for the appointment of  a replacement servicer

ii. Collection accounts
1. Segregated collection account opened in name of  SPV with an

identified account bank
2. Payments should be made into collection account
3. No commingling of  funds with servicer
4. Define permitted investments with funds on deposit in collection

account
5. Maker Specific Issues
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a. Delaware Statutory Trust (“DST”)
The Maker community has expressed a preference for adopting the Delaware
statutory trust model (“DST”) and the use of  a trustee.
The DST structure may be implemented in various ways (e.g., 6S model vs standard
use of  a DST in many traditional securitizations with a US issuer). As the Delaware
Code, in most sections, expressly provides that the trust agreement (not the statute)
governs the roles, responsibilities and liabilities of  the trustee, the contractual terms
of  the trust agreement are paramount to understand and evaluate for commerciality
and risk.
The DST may be appropriate for United States transactions, but not appropriate for
non-United States transactions. For instance, a DST may not be appropriate for a
UK-only transaction. Further, the split of  legal and beneficial ownership in common
law trusts may not be familiar in civil law jurisdictions.
Given the jurisdiction-centric qualities of  the Delaware statutory trust, it is perhaps
more important to identify the principal qualities that the Maker community may
want to see evidenced in a transaction. These might include:

i. An independent, reputable, third party (not the borrower) to take action
based on direction from Maker governance (or majority token holders) in
certain defined circumstances (e.g., conditions precedent to disbursement of
funds to borrower).

ii. An independent, reputable, third party to serve as paying agent (i.e. to initiate
the fiat/DAI conversion for ultimate repayment to Maker and other creditors
(e.g., TIN)).

iii. An independent, reputable, third party to hold and take direction in respect
of, any assets pledged as collateral security for the benefit of  Maker (and, if
applicable, other creditors).

iv. An independent, reputable, third party to take actions directed by Maker (or
majority token holders) in the case of  a borrower default (sell assets, collect
and distribute cash, exercise other collateral security rights, file claims, etc.).

A case-by-case analysis may be made as to whether the independent,
reputable, third party needs to be:

(1) a “regulated” trustee (the definition of  “regulated” may vary from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction) or simply a “trustee” subject to the duties
set out in applicable law; and

(2) a regulated bank with certain assets under management or other
third party corporate service provider with certain assets under
management (availability may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction).

The RWF CU, together with external legal support, will evaluate each
proposed transaction in light of  the standards described above and
customary practice in the relevant jurisdiction.
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b. DeFi Integration
The Maker protocol presents unique challenges as Maker is not a legal person and
cannot sign legal documents. Further, real world assets are on-boarded into a Maker
vault. Asset originators may propose various solutions to address the “DeFi
integration” piece.
Any solution should be mindful of  potential regulatory risks and mitigations.
The RWF CU expects the “DeFi integration” to be an iterative process of  dialogue
and continual learning.

c. Mixed On-Chain and Off-Chain Transactions
Some transactions may incorporate both on-chain and off-chain structuring
considerations (e.g. Centrifuge). The RWF CU will have to evaluate the risks for each
transaction on a case-by-case basis and develop mitigants as appropriate.

d. Administration
Each transaction should set forth a process for the administration of  the underlying
indebtedness. Administration of  the underlying indebtedness may require more than
one-level of  decision-making. For discussion purposes only, this paper distinguishes
between “Mandatory” decisions that require the affirmative vote of  the Maker
community and “Administrative” decisions that the Maker community may delegate
to a person or committee of  persons. The committee of  persons may represent a
member of  the RWF CU, a person from compliance, a person from legal and/or
perhaps a delegate, with such a committee acting on the basis of  unanimity or
majority decision-making. Majority decision-making may avoid the situation of
deadlock with unanimous decision-making.
At the same time, the RWF CU recognizes the need to balance customary
“administration” with the ethos of  decentralization and management of  potential
attack vectors. This too will be an iterative process as the Maker community
determines its comfort level between completely “hands-off ” and very “hands-on”.
Mandatory decisions might include:

i. Declaration of  an event of  default
ii. Exercise remedies after an event of  default (other than the insolvency of  the

issuer which results in an automatic acceleration)
iii. Waiver of  any default and its consequences
iv. Sale of  collateral assets
v. Change in the date for the payment of  interest or principal

vi. Change in the maturity date
vii. Change in the interest rate
viii. Change in the method to compute principal or interest on
ix. Change in the commitment amount
x. Creation of  any liens on the collateral with a more senior priority
xi. Amend any agreement in a manner that may materially affect the note

holders
xii. Trigger an asset review by a third party reviewer
xiii. Certain specified amendment to the issuer or trust

1. Changing the purpose and power of  the issuer or trust
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2. Adding, changing or eliminating any provision of  the issuer or trust’s
governing documents

Administrative decisions might include:

xiv. Replacement of  the servicer
xv. Approve any replacement or successor to the trustee (or similar)

xvi. Cure any ambiguity, defect or inconsistency in any document
xvii. Compliance with any tax, regulatory or accounting requirements

The RWF CU will provide a proposal on “administration” for Maker community discussion.

Appendix

Originator and Servicer Detailed Review

A. Originator review
a. Company and management
b. Financial condition
c. Controls and compliance
d. Origination and sourcing
e. Underwriting
f. Technology

B. Servicer review
a. Company and management
b. Financial condition
c. Controls and compliance
d. Loan administration
e. Customer service
f. Collection accounts and cash management
g. Account maintenance
h. Default management - collections, loss mitigation and fraud
i. Investor reporting
j. Technology
k. Back-up servicing analysis. Service transition analysis. Solution summary.
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—-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------LONG FORM ANSWERS BELOW -------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Answer to 1.: The Asset Manager, Huntingdon Valley Bank

Huntingdon Valley Bank has been operational since 1871. As of  December 31, 2021, the Bank
reported assets at fiscal year end of  $557.79 million, employed about 140 people across a variety of
specializations and departments, and operated nearly a dozen offices in 3 states (PA, DE, and NJ)
with a geographic operating area running from New York to North Carolina and as far west as Ohio
and West Virginia. In addition to its core traditional banking services that have been delivered to the
communities it serves for more than 150 years, the Bank is strategically diversified and operates
several specialty or niche lending or operating businesses that include, but are not limited to,
residential mortgages, investment real estate, construction lending, e-commerce lending, asset-based
lending, lender finance lending, personal secured and unsecured lending, syndications with other
institutions, and government lending (SBA, Main Street, PPP), with experienced and seasoned
personnel in each operational area. HVBank’s origination, servicing, and compliance operations are
described in detail below.

Answer to 1.a.(i.-v((1-4).) & Answer 1.e.i.(1(a-f),2(a-f)) & Answer 1.i.(i.-v.)+v.(1.-4.) & Answer
1.(g,h,i) & Answer 1.j.(i.-vi.): HVBank’s Regulatory Oversight, Legal and Compliance, Audit
and Quality Controls, Risk Management, Financial Management, Portfolio Management,
Reporting to Investors, to Loan Syndication Participants, and to MakerDAO.

Huntingdon Valley Bank (“HVBank”) is a full service commercial bank chartered by the
Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania, USA, that is owned by the holding company HV Bancorp. Inc.,
NYSE listed as HVBC, and headquartered in Doylestown, PA, USA. As a state chartered and
publicly traded bank, it operates with regulatory oversight from The Federal Reserve System (the
“Fed"), Federal Deposit Insurance Corp (the “FDIC”), the Pennsylvania Department of  Banking
and Securities, and the SEC.

The Bank, across all of  its departments, is annually subjected to nearly 3 dozen different audits and
external reviews from multiple agencies and firms. Some of  the key reviews and audits are:

I. Regulatory: Annually the FDIC and State Department of  Banking perform a complete audit
of  the loan portfolio, processes, departments, conflicts, etc

II. Financial: Financial audits, along with an independent loan review (distinct from the CRF
Advisor Loan Review discussed below), is provided annually by outside auditor S. R.
Snodgrass, P.C. (https://www.srsnodgrass.com/) Snodgrass is an independent auditor with
expertise in financial services. (financial reports:
https://www.hvbancorp.com/financial-reports/as-reported-financials/default.aspx)

III. Compliance: independent regulatory and compliance oversight is supported by Accume
Partners, an independent, industry-leading internal audit, risk management, compliance, and
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advisory firm who since 1994 has worked with over 600 banks to advise on internal and
external regulatory matters (https://www.accumepartners.com/)

IV. Loan Review: the Bank’s loan portfolio is at least annually reviewed (credit quality, stress
testing, credit scores, underwriting, operational excellence, etc.) by independent firm CRF
Advisors, Inc. CRF Advisors is a credit risk management firm that services financial
institutions, non-profit organizations, and financial services companies. They focus on
assisting clients with the identification of  potential credit issues through loan portfolio credit
review and portfolio stress testing (http://www.crfadvisors.com/loan-review/ )

In addition to these, the Bank is a publicly-held company and subject to all required SEC reviews
and reporting, including 10Qs, 10Ks, etc., all of  which are available at
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1594555&owner=exclude

These are The Governance Documents of  The Bank:

● Bylaws of  HV Bancorp, Inc.
● Articles of  Incorporation
● Code of  Ethics for Senior Officers
● Audit Committee Charter
● Compensation Committee Charter
● Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee Charter

HVBank currently has an active number of  existing participations (like the participation
contemplated in this MIP6) with other State or Federally-charter financial institutions, and
satisfactory non-chartered financial institutions. When HVBank is “the Lead Bank” in a
Participation (i.e. the Originator and Servicer of  the loan to be participated), HVBank provides the
participating partner institutions (e.g. MakerDAO) a participation certificate that includes the
percentage of  the loan, the amount of  the current draw or payment, and the balance  and pro rata
shares of  the participating loan, among other information and documentation. In addition, the Lead
Bank provides to its participants all financial and operational documentation collected as a function
of  the loan approval and issuance.

To meet any and all MakerDAO reporting requirements, HVBank has engaged RWA Company LLC
(“RWAC”). HVBank will provide RWAC and The Trust Sponsor monthly servicing reports with
signed verification that covenants of  Master Purchase Agreement and Portfolio Purchase Agreement
are met (RWAC will not be Trust Sponsor or a financial intermediary of  any kind). RWAC will
transmit any confidential data under NDA to the RWF (“Real World Finance”) Core Unit
(“Confidential Data”). RWAC will meet all reporting requirements defined by the RWF Core Unit
that are within its power and ability to perform.

Answer 1.b. (i.-vii.), The Leaders at HVBank Who Spearhead This MIP6

HVBank’s purpose is to provide superior banking services and products in a manner that brings joy
to its customers by creating a culture of  teamwork, candor, and positivity (the “HVB Way”) (see
Purpose and Values). HVBank is reinventing local banking with superior resources and products,
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delivered through its customer-first philosophy, and values-driven employees. HVBank is committed
to acting responsibly in every interaction to enable success for its customers and communities.

Within HVBank, RWAC is working with Dan Krewson, Senior Vice President and Market President,
and Hugh Connelly, Executive Vice President and Chief Lending Officer. Mr. Connelly and Mr.
Krewson head up multi-disciplinary teams of  experienced individuals within HVBank in commercial
lending, facilitating the identification, approval, documentation, origination, and servicing of  a
portfolio of  commercial loans.

Mr. Connelly is the former President of  Business Banking, Cash Management and SBA Lending at
PA-based Univest Bank and Trust Co. He has more than 30 years of  experience in banking and
finance with his current roles at HVBank including EVP of  business banking, CLO of  the bank,
Founder of  e-commerce lending platform Braavo Bank, and oversight of  all special commercial
lending projects. In 2015 he led the development of  a small business banking subscription product.
Hugh was trained as a corporate banker in the CoreStates Bank Management Training Program.  He
moved through the corporate bank assuming roles of  additional responsibility including developing
the West Coast market and lending in Europe.  He next moved into the investment bank where he
helped issuers securitize over $1.2 billion in small business loans/leases.  Leaving corporate America
in 1999, he became a serial entrepreneur founding three specialty finance companies,
VerticaLease.com, FirstLease, Inc. and Vanguard Leasing, Inc. which was acquired by Univest and
re-branded Univest Capital, Inc. He received his bachelor’s in finance from Temple University, and
his master’s in finance from Drexel University.  He earned the Microfinance Certification jointly
issued by the London based Microfinance Association and The University of  Rome.  Mr. Connelly
earned the professional certifications of  the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Certified
Treasury Professional (CTP).

Mr. Krewson has nearly 20 years of  experience in banking and finance and in his current role at
HVBank, Krewson is responsible for building commercial and specialty lending divisions. He is
developing several new products and business ventures inside the institution in addition to the
subject facility, including a leasehold improvement financing product, and a consumer lending
product. He started his career in Philadelphia as a formally trained commercial credit analyst with
National Penn Bank, later moving into commercial lending. After National Penn, he moved with a
team to Valley Green Bank and spent 5 years growing the bank, which led to its eventual sale that, at
the time, was the highest multiple paid for a bank in the nation in nearly a decade. Daniel then spent
a few years as a national consultant and broker, advising firms on debt and funding strategies before
taking a position as the Southeastern PA regional president for Mid Penn Bank and later HVBank.
Daniel has helped fund, structure, or advise on more than $500 million in business loans and real
estate development projects during his career. He has a bachelors of  science in finance from West
Chester University and an MBA from Villanova University. He graduated summa cum laude.
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Answer 1.c.(i.-iii.), How Interests are Aligned in this Structure

There are no known conflicts of  interest and all transactions will be arm’s length. All Participated
Loans are rated “6” or better (lower is better) by HVBank (ratings that are strictly audited by
regulators because it is a public company and regulated bank). The Trust and HVBank together will
always be the most senior debt capital and HVBank will retain a minimum of  fifty percent (50%)
ownership in each loan participated. As such, HVBank shares equally in losses while MakerDAO
benefits from HVBank’s incentive to maximize yield. Additionally, Maker will benefit from the
positive effects of  HVBank being a public company with a fiduciary responsibility to its shareholders
and extensive regulatory oversight. Any syndicated loan purchased by HVBank must fit the credit
rating and loan type parameters of  the Agreements (eliminating adverse selection risk). The
MBPTrust will have a pari passu relationship with HVBank (i.e. level footing between the Parties).
RWAC will pay MakerDAO’s legal fees required to structure and complete the transaction so that
RWAC has financial and reputational skin in the game. RWAC’s fees will be at risk if  the MBPTrust
does not earn the minimum spreads over the Benchmarks. RWAC Principals hold MKR. RWAC will
meet all reporting requirements defined by the RWF Core Unit that are within its power and ability
to perform. RWAC will not be the Trust Sponsor or a financial intermediary of  any kind.

Answer 1.d.(i.-iii.), HVBank’s Business Units, Origination Team, Technology, and
Leadership

Within HVBank, the origination and servicing of  commercial loans is handled by business banking
(“Business Banking”) division which includes (i) an Origination Department with a team of
experienced lenders, business developers, and closing professionals, (ii) a Credit Department, this
includes a Chief  Credit Officer (CCO), a credit manager, and a team of  credit analysts, (iii) a loan
operations or Servicing Department, with a director of  operations and a multi-member team of
servicers. Mr. Connelly is the direct supervisor of  the Business Banking division and Mr. Krewson is
the head of  the Origination Department. Connelly and Krewson, along with the CCO, the credit
manager, and the director of  operations (the “Executive Team”), have developed and implemented
standard policies and procedures for the origination, approval, settlement, and servicing of  loans
from inception to termination.

HVBank utilizes a suite of  resources to support the origination and servicing of  loans including (i) a
loan accounting core system by FiServ (https://www.fiserv.com/en.html), one of   the largest global
providers of  technology services to banks, and (ii) nCino (https://www.ncino.com/), a secure
cloud-based end-to-end banking services and CRM system based on the Salesforce platform.

In addition to the aforementioned, HVBank is led by a President, Robert Marino, a CEO, Travis
Thompson, and a board of  independently elected members. Furthermore, the Bank maintains a
full-time General Counsel, Henry Van Blunk, a full-service regulatory and compliance department
led by COO, Christopher Jacobs, a sub-servicing department specifically for commercial loans led by
the Director of  Commercial Loan Operations Jacquelyn Fitzpatrick, a full-service IT services and
support department, and a finance department led by its CFO, Joseph O’Neil.  A complete list of  all
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corporate officers and directors can be found at:
https://www.hvbancorp.com/corporate-governance/board-of-directors/default.aspx

Answer 1.e.ii.(1(a.-j.).&2.): HVBank’s Credit Rating System

HVBank utilizes a 10-point risk rating scale to analyze every commercial loan.

The proposed acceptable scale for all loans eligible for the Master Purchase Agreement are rated “6”
or better (lower is better), otherwise what are commonly known as “Pass ratings”. While there exist
10 categories in HVBank’s credit rating system, the significant majority of  risk ratings fall between 4
and 6, reflecting a normal risk distribution. Risk Ratings of  1, 2, and 3 are as much outliers as 7, 8, 9,
and 10, with 5 being the mean and median. This is standard at most financial institutions who
employ a common 10 point credit rating system.

Risk ratings are first assigned to a loan during the underwriting process according to the guidelines
to follow. Those ratings are recorded internally when the loan is booked and reported quarterly to
the bank’s board and auditors and at least annually to its regulatory agencies, including the FDIC and
PA Department of  Banking, as well as periodically sampled and tested by regulators, external
auditors, and internal review process. In addition, all loans, along with risk ratings, are reviewed
annually through the credit process with the risk rating reconfirmed or adjusted. In general, risk
ratings tend to remain stable through the life of  a loan but if  an adjustment is required it is made and
reported immediately. Risk ratings impact capital ratios, reserves, and decisions by bank
management. Any alterations to the ratings methodology below–which would first need to be
authorized by the Bank’s CEO, CCO, and Board of  Directors–will also be reported to RWAC and
subsequently to the Maker Community.

The definitions of  the scales are:

1. Substantially Risk Free (1):

Loans assigned this rating would generally be characterized as substantially risk free and
represent a credit extension of  the highest quality. The Borrower usually has unquestionable
credit capacity, exceptionally strong financial condition, low business cycle risk, excellent
management. Extremely strong capacity to meet all financial obligations and access to
alternative financial markets.

For commercial real estate, single property situations are in coveted locations, with robust
demand, underleveraged and with unquestionable existing and future cash flows. Market
outlook is highly favorable. Credit tenants with long-term leases.

2. Minimal Risk (2):

Loans assigned this rating would be characterized as minimal risk to Borrowers with very
strong primary and secondary sources of  repayment. Strong financial condition and trends,
balance sheet, operation, cash flow, debt capacity and coverage ratios. No legal or other
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personal disputes evident or implied. No contingencies. Included in the category may be
loans secured by U.S. government securities, U.S. government agencies, highly rated
municipal bonds, insured savings accounts and insured certificates of  deposit drawn on high
quality financial institutions.

For commercial real estate, single property situations are in preferred location, with strong
demand, lowly leveraged and with solid current and foreseeable future cash flow. Market
outlook is highly favorable. Credit tenants with long-term leases.

·         Industry. Minimal industry cyclicality and vulnerability to sudden economic or
technological change. Capital intensiveness and degree of  operating leverage modest.
Highly favorable regulatory, legal and labor environments and long-term outlook.
Leader with dominant share in a stable industry.

·         Earnings/Cash Flow. Very strong earnings trend. Continuing substantial
excess cash flow and debt service coverage that has an extremely high probability to
continue. Strong ability to internally fund capital expense/expansion needs.

·         Asset/Liability Values. Highest quality assets. Minimal or insignificant
intangibles. Leverage extremely low relative to the industry. Extremely high liquidity
compared to needs/liability structure.

·         Financial Flexibility/Debt Capacity. Substantial debt capacity with access to
global capital markets virtually assured at all times. Strong capacity to meet all
financial obligations.

·         Management. World-class organization. Highly experienced management team
with-continuity and depth. Modern/highly efficient facilities and excellent internal
controls.

·         Financial Reporting. Clean audit with no qualifications from a national
accounting firm. A clean management letter from an accounting firm.

3. Modest Risk (3):

Loans assigned this rating would be characterized as having modest risk to Borrowers with
strong primary and secondary sources of  repayment. The Borrower has the ability to
perform according to all terms of  the credit agreement. Modest contingencies.

For commercial real estate, properties are high quality but often incur some regional tenants
with moderate lease tenures. Area and property type trends are supportive of  current and
future debt serviceability. Properties typically financed through individual mortgages with
access to multiple competing lenders. Market outlook is highly favorable. Credit tenants with
long-term leases.

·         Industry. Industry not overly cyclical or vulnerable to sudden economic or
technological change. Capital intensiveness and operating leverage modest. Favorable
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regulatory, legal and labor environments and long-term outlook. Near top in industry with
very strong market share.

·         Earnings/Cash Flow. Consistently generates excess cash flow and debt service
coverage with high probability to continue. Ability to provide a significant part of  capital
expenditure needs (expansion) internally.

·         Asset/Liability Values. Assets of  very high quality. No reliance on the value of
intangibles. Leverage is very low relative to the industry. Liability type and tenor provide a
good match for the asset structure. High liquidity compared to needs/liability structure.

·         Financial Flexibility/Debt Capacity. Has ready access to national capital markets.
Ample debt capacity.

·         Management. Broad industry experience with good continuity and depth in most
positions. Relatively efficient operations and a high level of  internal controls.

·         Financial Reporting. Clean audit with no qualifications from a major accounting firm.

4. Better than Average Risk (4):

Loans assigned this rating would be characterized as better than average risk to Borrowers
with sound primary and secondary sources of  repayment. The Borrower is a reasonable
credit risk and demonstrates the ability to repay the debt from normal business operations.
Measurable, but acceptable contingencies.

For commercial real estate, stable properties with moderate leverage. Rarely exceeds
underwriting standards except during periods of  temporary lease transition. Properties often
incur some regional tenant risk with moderate lease tenures. Area and property type trends
are supportive of  current and future debt serviceability. Properties typically financed through
individual mortgages with access to multiple competing lenders. Market outlook is highly
favorable. Credit or strong non-credit tenants with long-term leases.

·         Industry. Moderate linkage to business cycle. There may be some vulnerability to
sudden economic or technological change. Neutral legal, labor and regulatory environments
and long-term outlook.

·         Earnings/Cash Flow. Positive earnings and ratio trends. Excess cash flow and debt
service coverage with a good probability to continue. Good track record. Ability to provide
for most capital expenditures (expansion) needs internally.

·         Asset/Liability Values. Assets of  above average quality that are conservatively valued.
Little reliance on the value of  intangibles. Leverage lower than average relative to the
industry. Liability type and tenor provide a good match for the asset structure. Facilities are
efficient and in very good condition. Slightly higher than average liquidity compared to
needs/liability compared to needs/liability structure.
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·         Financial Flexibility/Debt Capacity. Broad access to Capital Markets or other
well-regarded Banks, insurance companies, private placements, or other financial institutions.
Ample debt capacity. Strong repayment history. Moderately adequate capacity to meet
financial obligations over the long-term.

·         Management. Solid financial controls and good reporting. Moderate industry
experience in most areas, adequate depth. Excellent reputation in the industry, market
and/or community. Unquestioned character demonstrated by repeated performance.

·         Financial Reporting. Clean audit or audit with qualifications of  nominal impact.
Accountants review of  the highest caliber from a reputable firm. Management, personal
financial statements and other financial information is always timely, comprehensive and
accurate. Budget variance and projection information is available in a timely fashion.
Forecasts are accurate. Interim financial information required on a frequent basis.

5. Average Risk (5):

Loans assigned this rating would be characterized as average risk to Borrowers with stable
primary and secondary sources of  repayment. Solid and generally stable financial condition
offsets softer earnings, tighter cash flow, and increasing leverage. Measurable contingencies.

For commercial real estate, properties are less insulated from tenant or regional impacts and
extended lease turnover periods or concessions. Leverage and re-leverage often caused by
expansion or acquisition. Outside support is expected to deal with periodic volatility. Market
outlook is favorable. Excess cash flow and debt service coverage from recurring and stable
sources. Acceptable mix of  non-credit tenants, and long-term leases.

·         Industry. Obligor is well known in domestic/regional markets. Meaningful market
share in industry. May be susceptible to unfavorable changes in the economy. Some
cyclicality. Serious financial deterioration in industry is unlikely. Neutral legal, labor and
regulatory environments and long-term outlook. Regulatory and legislative issues create
some vulnerability but significant potential impact on Borrower not likely. Tends to be price
follower with average market share and reasonable growth rate vs. local competitors. Smaller
company with strong position in local market.

·         Earnings/Cash Flow. Average confidence in certitude of  earnings, cash flow, and debt
service. Trends are positive but may be somewhat inconsistent. Revenues and cash flow are
not heavily reliant upon one product or customer. Contract renewal history is good. Ability
to provide for some capital expenditures (expansion) needs internally.

·         Asset/Liability Values. Assets of  average quality with ascertainable values. Fixed assets
in good working order with remaining economic useful life. May have some reliance on
intangibles. Leverage acceptable based on peer group and industry type. Liability type and
tenor provide an average match for the asset structure. Relatively few affiliated receivables or
loans. Average reliance on trade. Subordinated debt is deep and can count as equity. Facilities
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average or somewhat less efficient than average. Average liquidity compared to
needs/liability structure.

·         Financial Flexibility/Debt Capacity. Readily able to refinance debt with other financial
institutions at similar rates and terms. Stable and highly desirable relationship with
well-regarded Banks. May be a smaller company with modest annual working capital needs
and ability to clean-up. Good trade repayment history. Access to trade credit as a
supplemental source of  financing. Low to moderate capital asset requirements. High
confidence in ability to meet debt repayment schedules over the medium term. May be
slightly vulnerable over the long-term due to exposure to potentially adverse business,
financial or economic conditions affecting capacity to meet long-term financial obligations.

·         Management. Reasonable industry experience with a modest amount of  depth in key
positions. Internal controls may be average quality. Proven character with demonstrated
ability to deal with adversity. Average compensation levels relative to revenues and earnings.
Principals have the ability and willingness to inject capital. Good labor relations. Low
litigiousness potential.

·         Financial Reporting. Accountant’s review of  high caliber from a reputable firm.
Management, personal financial statements and financial information is sometimes untimely,
not complete and occasionally in need of  adjustments. Budget variance and projection
information is sometimes late and/or inaccurate, or is not required. Forecasts are largely
accurate for material items.

6. Acceptable Risk - Watch (6):

Loans assigned this rating would be characterized as acceptable risk to Borrowers with
acceptable primary and secondary sources of  repayment, although deterioration and/or
volatility is evident. Measurable contingencies exist.

For commercial real estate, properties generally are higher than normal risk but cash flow
and asset values are intact. Borrowers with stable fundamentals operating in soft or
competitive markets property types. Also includes unseasoned, leveraged Borrowers in that
growth tenant turnover, soft market fundamentals or weak management have led to
declining coverage and increasing leverage. Market is very competitive; market concessions
or abatements are being given. Market outlook is stable. Acceptable non-credit tenants; some
short-term leases exist, but lease renewal history is good.

·         Industry. Competitive industry, subject to wide cyclical swings or sudden deterioration
due to technological or economic factors. Long term outlook is uncertain. Barriers to entry
declining. Market niche increasingly competitive. Position within industry may be
deteriorating. Maintenance of  market share requires exhaustive use of  resources. Increasing
reliance on untested products. Smaller company with average position in local market.

·         Earnings/Cash Flow. Earnings, cash flow and debt service are somewhat strained and
subject to volatility or unproven but supported by secondary sources. Outlook uncertain.
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Able to provide maintenance-related capital expenditure funds but may need to borrow
essentially all of  expansion-related capital expenditures needs.

·         Asset/Liability Values. Assets of  below average quality and unstable values. Significant
intangibles may exist. Fixed assets near or at the end of  their useful life. Leverage higher than
average relative to the industry. Liability type and tenor may not provide a good match for
the asset structure. Facilities outdated and generally much less efficient than average. Lower
than desired liquidity compared to needs/liability structure.

·         Financial Flexibility/Debt Capacity. Limited access to large Banks. Strong reliance on
debt financing. Could experience some difficulty refinancing with another Bank at similar
rates and terms, but may have access to alternative sources, including trade. Bank
relationship satisfactory. However, prone to deterioration in a difficult economy. May be
smaller Borrower with consistent working capital needs and some longer-term capital needs.
Substantial trade reliance with slightly blemished payment history and/or concentration of
suppliers. High capital asset replacement requirements. Interest rate sensitivity creates
vulnerability and limits additional debt capacity.

·         Management. Limited industry experience with little or no depth. Actual or potential
friction between owners or potential successors. Internal controls are marginally satisfactory.
Substantial manual record keeping. Acceptable character and perceived ability to deal with
adversity; no basis for questions. Above average litigiousness potential. High compensation
levels relative to revenues and earnings.

·         Financial Reporting. Audit contains qualifications that could potentially have a
negative impact. Unaudited statements may not be reliable. Review quality statements
supported by inadequate or inconsistent scope, frequency and timeliness. Some deviation in
accounting practices cast uncertainty on the quality of  information. Credibility and
independence of  the accounting firm may be questioned. Management financial information
is not always reliable with regard to quality and/or timeliness. Interim statements and/or
forecasts proven unreliable.

7. Special Mention (7):

A “Special Mention” asset has potential weaknesses that deserve management’s close
attention. If  left uncorrected, these potential weaknesses may result in deterioration of  the
repayment prospects for the asset or in the institution’s credit position at some future date.
Special mention assets are not adversely classified and do not expose an institution to
sufficient risk to warrant adverse classification.

8. Substandard (8):

A “Substandard” asset is inadequately protected by the current sound worth and paying
capacity of  the obligor or by the collateral pledged, if  any. Assets so classified must have a
well-defined weakness, or weaknesses that jeopardize the liquidation of  the debt. They are
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characterized by the distinct possibility that the institution will sustain some loss if  the
deficiencies are not corrected.

9. Doubtful (9):

An asset classified “Doubtful” has all the weaknesses inherent in one classified substandard
with the added characteristic that the weaknesses make collection or liquidation in full, on
the basis of  currently known facts, conditions, and values, highly questionable and
improbable.

10. Loss (10):

An asset classified “Loss” is considered uncollectible, and of  such little value that its
continuance on the books is not warranted. This classification does not mean that the asset
has absolutely no recovery or salvage value, but rather it is not practical or desirable to defer
writing off  this basically worthless asset even though partial recovery may be realized in the
future.

Answer 1.e.i.2: Individual Investment Decision Process. “Approvers” and “Commercial
Loan Summary”

HVBank Internal Approval Process

HVBank reviews all internally originated loans or identified syndications through its commercial
lending department. Once a loan request has been received or a loan opportunity identified, the
following process is generally followed:

I. The loan originator (a specialized employee of  HVBank) will collect relevant information on
the proposed Loan, Borrower(s), Guarantor(s) (if  any), Collateral (as such), and other
information pertinent to the adequate review and satisfactory approval of  the specific loan
request.

II. The loan originator will then prepare an internal loan presentation for the loan approvers
(the “Approvers”). The Approvers are determined by an Approval Matrix that generally
includes the loan originator, the Market President, CLO, the CCO, the President, and/or the
CEO.

III. Once the Approvers, in conjunction with the loan originator and in accordance with credit
policy, have determined an appropriate structure for the loan, a term sheet is then issued to
the prospective Borrower. Upon acceptance of  a term sheet, the loan originator then works
with the credit underwriting department and the prospective borrower to evaluate the
relevant metrics of  the loan, confirm compliance with all rules and regulations, and prepare a
Commercial Loan Summary (“CLS”) for approval (Please see the section below for
additional information of  the Credit Approval Process). The credit underwriting department
is independent of  the loan originator resulting in the end CLS being independent of  the
origination function.

IV. Once a loan is formally approved by the Approvers, the loan originator then works with the
Bank’s loan operations departments and outside counsel as needed to prepare documents
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and ensure that the related file is compliant with any requirements set forth in the loan’s
corresponding CLS.

V. Once the loan has been closed and booked, the loan originator will work in tandem with the
credit underwriting and loan operations teams for the life of  the loan to ensure that the loan
is properly managed, reported, monitored, and serviced. The management and servicing
includes the ongoing collection of  financial documents and metrics, and the evaluation of
covenants on a basis set-forth in the loan’s corresponding CLS.

All loans are processed in this manner and HVBank will not have a separate process for Participated
Loans, including those that are syndicated, that is inferior to its existing processes. All Participated
Loans shall be reviewed, underwritten, approved, documented, and serviced in a manner satisfactory
to all HVBank’s loans, whether participated or not.

Participant Approval Process

MakerDAO and the Trust shall have their own approval process independent of  the HVBank
approval process.

MakerDAO and the Trust will have entered into all agreements, including all participations, with
HVBank representing that, to the best of  its knowledge, based on the information provided by its
borrowers and based on its underwriting, all loans fall within the collateral guides of  the Agreements.
A Collateral Management Agent may be hired to make the same representations (potentially this
Collateral Management Agent job is performed by the same Delaware Corporate Trustee). This
Collateral Management Agent and/or the Corporate Trustee will make its own independent
investigation of  each Participated Loan to ensure conformity with the Agreements and to approve
each Participation by the MBPTrust.

Neither (a) the execution and performance of  the agreements contemplated herein and the
ownership of  Participation Interest(s), nor (b) the sharing in the profits or losses arising from the
transactions contemplated by the agreements contemplated herein, is intended to be, nor shall be
construed to be, the formation of  a partnership or joint venture between HVBank and MakerDAO
and the Trust, or any of  them.

HVBank makes no representation or warranty to MakerDAO and the Trust regarding (a) the
collectibility of  the Participated Loan(s); (b) the existing or future financial condition of  any
borrower, or any other party liable for repayment of  the Participated Loan(s); (c) the value or any
other condition of  any collateral securing the Participated Loan(s); or (d) the accuracy of  any
information supplied or to be supplied.

Answer 1.e.i.3. & 1.f.(i.-v.): Investment personnel for fund and individual investments

The credit approval process begins following the acceptance of  a term sheet by a prospective
borrower according to the process described above. Additional details include:
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I. The loan originator will collect relevant financial and non-financial information from the
borrower and complete a checklist which is sent to the commercial credit manager.

II. The commercial credit manager reviews the checklist to ensure the file is complete and then
assigns a credit analyst to complete the CLS.

III. The credit approval process, following the assignment of  a credit analyst, is an iterative
process in which the loan originator and credit analyst will work together with the
prospective borrower to analyze and properly present the credit and non-credit
characteristics of  the loan in the CLS.

IV. Once completed, the CLS is then sent to the Approvers. The Approvers, which are based on
predetermined matrices with credit, dollar amount, and relationship exposure modalities, will
either (1) approve the CLS as presented, (2) deny the CLS as presented, or (3) send the CLS
to the loan originator and credit analyst with additional questions, comments, or suggestions.

V. If  the CLS is sent to the loan originator and credit analyst, the iterative process begins again
until the Approvers questions, comments, or suggestions are addressed. Formal signatures
are collected following a verbal approval of  the Approvers, if  the CLS is approved as
presented. If  the CLS is denied, it is removed from the Bank’s underwriting system, and a
loan declination letter is sent to a borrower.

The credit function of  the bank is distinctly separate from the loan origination function, the former
reporting through the CCO and the latter the CLO. This creates a separation of  responsibilities and
inherent checks and balances. An internal Asset and Liability Committee (ALCO) meets monthly to
review the Bank’s portfolio mix and concentrations – accordingly adjusting or making
recommendations as necessary. It is a dynamic, but carefully managed process.

Answer 1.e.(iv.): Process for changing Investment Guidelines and Policies
All decisions are handled via credit policy. All changes to credit policy, i.e. investment guidelines and
policies, are handled by the CCO, CLO, President, CEO, and Board of  Directors

Answer 1.e.(v.): Process for Transitioning to Another Asset Manager

If  Master Servicer, Servicer, or Special Servicer is guilty of  gross negligence or willful misconduct the
Trustee may appoint a new Master Servicer, Servicer, or Special Servicer in accordance with the
Trust Agreement or Portfolio Purchase Agreement.

Answer 2.: Asset Manager Historical Performance

HVBank has provided consumer and commercial banking services since 1871. HVBank is in the
business of  making many forms of  commercial loans to US businesses primarily in the Mid-Atlantic
region. The Bank currently has a legal lending limit of  around seven million dollars ($7M) per
borrower relationship.

For the quarters 2Q21, 3Q21, and 4Q21, HVBank’s Commercial Lending Division originated new
commercial loan production of  $42.4M, $27.6M, and $49.6M, respectively. In the 1Q22, HVBank
originated year-to-date $31.1M with an additional $46M in underwriting or closing processes. On the
2021 commercial loan production, the gross interest yield on all non-construction loans averaged
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about 4.50%, gross interest yield on construction loans averaged about 5.0%, and the total weighted
average gross interest yield averaged about 4.65%.

For the year ended 2021, HVBank as a whole reported $210,000 of  loan losses (losses incurred on
an outstanding loan) on total average assets at FYE of  $554.4 million (average loans of  $313.8
million) and total outstanding loans at FYE of  $376.5 million, for a credit loss rate of  around 0.06%.

Total average assets includes treasury securities, cash, investments, deposits at other banks, loans2

held for sale (residential mortgages), and outstanding loans (loans receivable) net of  allowance for
loan losses.

Answer 2.(a.-b.): The Proposed First Portfolio Purchase Agreement

Huntingdon Valley Bank seeks to enter into one or many Portfolio Purchase Agreements with this
Multi-Bank Participation Trust whereby HVBank can participate loans to the Trust in furtherance of
MakerDAO’s goals for Dai stability, collateral diversification, and yield.

As a First Portfolio Purchase Agreement proposed herein, the Trust would participate, pari passu, in
loans (the “Participated Loans”) that are either originated by HVBank or–as a mechanism to scale
and diversify assets –loans purchased or syndicated from another acceptable State or
Federally-Chartered financial institution, with each Participated Loan assigned a credit rating by
HVBank of  “6” or better (lower is better) out of  10 (credit rating details herein). These credit ratings
are audited by regulators and other third parties numerous times per year.

Collateral for the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement:
HVBank proposes that in the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement, MakerDAO consider loan
participations in Commercial Real Estate or Commercial Business Loans, because the underlying
collateral is real and, in the event of  a Borrower’s Default, the position can be liquidated by HVBank
and the MBPTrust with minimal slippage. The MBPTrust and HVBank benefit from HVBank’s
expertise (as “Special Servicer”) in liquidating real assets. For all assets originated by HVB, they have
acted as Servicer for the entirety of  their 150+ years in business.

In general, HVBank typically does not engage in unsecured, i.e. loans without collateral, or
non-recourse, i.e. loans without the personal guarantee of  their principals, lending. This is typical of
commercial banks, who generally issue secured loans with guarantees, unless there is a material
mitigating circumstance (e.g. (i) highly liquid and high net worth guarantors, (ii) significant and
consistent cash flows coupled with other exemplary factors, (iii) loan type specific features such as
unsecured personal loans, or (iv) partial collateralization due to the structure of  the loan or the
nature of  the business or industry). In all cases, HVBank is competently reviewing all business and
loan factors, credit factors, external factors, and available information to make a determination
regarding the appropriateness of  security and recourse.

2

https://cdr.�ec.gov/public/ViewPDFFacsimile.aspx?subID=1637206&FIName=HUNTINGDON%
20VALLEY%20BANK&CertNum=30464&PDF508=false
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HVBank proposes that MakerDAO, through the MBPTrust, consider loans in the categories to
follow that are (i) primarily secured, (ii) financing supported by satisfactory operating entities, (iii)
and indicate sufficient cash flows:

 
i. Amortizing CRE Mortgages – mortgage loans secured by investment properties with

sufficient cash flows.  These loans offer MakerDAO predictable loan balances and
interest income.  These loans have fixed interest rates and terms.  The MBPTrust would
make a one-time advance for its participation and receive steady cash flows on principal
and interest over the remaining loan term.  These loans, generally, have a 5 year term, but
can extend up to 10-years based on market conditions, competition, rate environment,
and borrower preferences. Interest rates are generally fixed only up to 5-years with
longer terms subject to floating rates or rate resets to mitigate interest rate risk.

 
ii. Construction Loans – non-revolving, multi-advance lines of  credit for the purpose of

supporting construction. These loans have higher yields and shorter loan terms offering
MakerDAO an opportunity to generate interest income from floating rate loans.  The
MBPTrust and HVBank would make an initial advance and then be required to make
additional advances as the construction project progresses.  Upon completion the loan
would be repaid in full from a sale or convert to an Amortizing CRE Mortgage. These
loans have a 12-24 month terms. These loans are typically floating rate but convert to a
fixed rate if  held through conversion.

 
iii. Lender Finance Lines - senior revolving lines of  credit to direct lenders of  the first two

types of  loans – HVBank has a niche lending area with this type of  private direct lender
with about $30M to $40M in the portfolio. The Private Direct Lenders’ loans to their
borrowers have higher yields and shorter terms and interest is generated from floating
rates. The collateral pool is generally more widely distributed, offering an additional layer
of  diversification. The MBPTrust and HVBank (pari passu) would make an advance
based on a pool of  collateral managed by HVBank or a third-party custodian, with
advances adjusting monthly. These loans are revolving in nature and extend for at least
12 months.

 
iv. Business Loans – term loans and lines of  credit fornon-real estate operating businesses

that are primarily secured by trading assets (accounts receivable, inventory, equipment)
and enterprise value of  the operating company that evidence sufficient cash flows to
support historical and pro forma debt service. These loans to businesses diversify the
asset pool while providing strong yields and staggered maturities. Advances by the
MBPTrust and HVBank (pari passu) would be based on a predetermined agreement and
generally not more than once a month. These loans can be fixed or floating rate with
maturities of  up to 5-years.

v. SBA Loans – generally Business Loans with an SBA guarantee provided on up to 75%
of  the principal amount of  the loan. SBA guarantees are typically pursued due to a
specific event, for example, leveraged buyout, business acquisition, collateral shortfall,
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length of  experience, or expansion. SBA Loans are always required to maintain upfront
satisfactory cash flow coverage and seek to take all available collateral, business and
personal, as a function of  approval. Advances by HVBank and the MBPTrust would
generally occur at the time of  issuance; however, SBA Loans can sometimes offer a
revolving or multi-advance feature. These loans can have maturities of  up to 10-years
and are generally floating rate.

vi. Capital Call Lines – loans to private equity funds that are supported by the assets of  the
funds, specifically, the uncalled equity commitments. These loans are subjected to strict
borrowing conditions and advance rates and support funds that generally invest in one
of  the preceding categories. The nature of  these funds means that the end collateral and
investments are more diversified than direct loans to subject borrowers with risk diluted
across a wider base. Advances by the MBPTrustand HVBank (pari passu) would be
based on a predetermined agreement and generally not more than once a month. These
loans are typically committed for 12 to 36 months with floating rates.

The following table is a generalized breakdown of  pricing type (fixed or floating) by Loan Category.
In practice, the loan portfolio is generally half  floating and half  fixed adjusting from time to time as
Loan Categories wax and wane throughout the year.

It is understood that the MBPTrust and HVBank will enter into legally enforceable agreements that
will ensure the compliance of  all pledged assets with RWF CU’s Investment Criteria. However, it is
the sole responsibility of  MakerDAO and the MBPTrust to determine that the participation
complies with any RWF CU requirements. HVBank makes no warranties or representations
regarding compliance with any Investment Grade Debt requirements.

Participation Terms:
MakerDAO’s security interest in the loan documents and associated collateral would be apportioned
through a Master Purchase Agreement (and Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s)) or a Master Credit
Agreement vis a vis the MBPTrust.
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For the HVBank Participated Loans, HVBank will retain a minimum of  fifty percent (50%)
ownership. Over time, HVBank will petition MakerDAO to reduce the minimum ownership
percentages on Participated  Loans such that HVBank proposes to retain down to a minimum of
five percent (5%) ownership at all times.

Any loan originated, participated or syndicated through the MBPTrust will meet all standard credit
and risk conditions of  HVBank described herein, and be any type of  loan HVBank originated or
purchased in its ordinary course of  business, generally fitting one of  the aforementioned Loan
Categories (i) through (vi).

Answer 2.(a.-b.) & Answer 3.b.: Loan Participation Eligibility Criteria:

In order to expedite MakerDAO’s loan review process, HVBank proposes offering for participation
loans that match the following criteria.

I. Preliminary Conditions

a. Loan is currently in good standing with the Bank
b. Properly collateralized
c. Satisfactory cash flow coverage of  loan payments (for new construction, satisfactory

payment plan during construction and satisfactory pro forma cash flow based on
underwriting of  the subject property and market fundamentals following completion)

d. No events of  default
e. No loans to insiders or other Reg O
f. All loans meet standard compliance measures, searches, etc.

II. Commercial Construction and Investment Real Estate Secured Loans

Internal Risk Rating PASS or better (6 or better)
Loan Type Amortizing commercial mortgage
Credit Score(s) Principals Minimum of  680; no bankruptcy within last 10 years
LTV (Loan to Value) Maximum LTV of  75%; appraised value determined by an

independent appraiser and reviewed by a third party appraisal
management firm to confirm property value and compliance with all
FIRREA regulations

Debt Service Coverage Minimum of  1.20x, as consistently measured by Bank’s credit policy
Covenants Compliance with all financial and affirmative covenants
Default No current, ongoing, or unresolved event of  default, as defined by

the loan documentation
Good standing Account considered to be in good standing at the financial institution

III. Non Investment Real Estate Business Loan
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Internal Risk Rating PASS or better (6 or better)
Loan Type(s) Amortizing commercial mortgage (owner occupied)
Credit Score(s) Principals Minimum of  680; no bankruptcy within last 10 years
LTV Maximum LTV of  80%; appraised value determined by an

independent appraiser and reviewed by a third party appraisal
management firm to confirm property value and compliance with all
FIRREA regulations

Debt Service Coverage Minimum of  1.20x, as consistently measured by Bank’s credit policy
Covenants Compliance with all financial and affirmative covenants
Default No current, ongoing, or unresolved event of  default, as defined by

the loan documentation
Good standing Account considered to be in good standing at the financial institution

IV. Other Business Loans

Internal Risk Rating PASS or better (6 or better)
Loan Type(s) Amortizing term loan; revolving line of  credit
Credit Score(s) Principals Minimum of  680; no bankruptcy within last 10 years
LTV and Advance Rates Properly collateralized based on acceptable advance rates as

determined by the Bank’s credit policy; proper periodic reporting of
advance rates and borrowing base reports if  required

Debt Service Coverage Minimum of  1.20x, as consistently measured by Bank’s credit policy
Covenants Compliance with all financial and affirmative covenants
Default No current, ongoing, or unresolved event of  default, as defined by

the loan documentation
Good standing Account considered to be in good standing at the financial institution

Process:
Following initial review, approval, and documentation of  the Participation Fund program with
Maker.

A. Upon HVBank presenting a participation opportunity, the MBPTrust will receive access to a
secured online data room folder which will contain a copy of  HVBank’s underwriting memo
and associated loan documents.

B. The MBPTrust will review and respond with a purchase decision within five (5) business
days.

C. Once the MBPTrust agrees to participate, a subject participation agreement will be prepared
and sent to the Trust for execution (subject to the terms of  the Master Purchase Agreement
and Portfolio Purchase Agreement between the Trust, and HVBank).

D. Upon execution the MBPTrust will advance its funds within 24 hours via Fedwire in US
dollars.
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E. If  multiple advances are required, the MBPTrust will receive a Participation Receipt or
Notice indicating the amount of  the advance and the required timing, no less than once a
month during the term of  each loan.

Monthly as loan payments are received, HVBank will remit to the Trust’s account all monies
received and owed to it, less any servicing fees, in accordance with the Participation Agreement.
HVBank will remit said funds to the Trust within three (3) business days of  receipt and
reconciliation.  HVBank will remit funds to the Trust via Fedwire in US dollars.

HVBank will be the Servicer and, as needed, the Special Servicer, utilizing HVBank’s full Servicing
Departments and Special Servicer expertise, which handles nearly one billion dollars of  annual loan
transactions. All HVBank Originated commercial loans will use Pennsylvania law and will contain a
Confession of  Judgmentprovision which gives the lender enormous leverage in the event of  a
borrower default. Unless otherwise required, HVBank will seek to use Pennsylvania law in all
commercial loans, including syndications, and therefore obtain a Confession of  Judgment.

Fees for the Loan Servicing (by HVBank), fees for Loan Reporting by RWA Company LLC
(“RWAC”), and fees for governance-work by RWAC are collectively the “S,G,&R Fees”.

The total S,G,&R Fees will be equal to one and one-quarter of one percent (1.25%) per annum on
the first $10,000,000 participated to the MBPTrust of each individual Participated Loan (the “Base
Loan Balance”). Over the Base Loan Balance, S,G,&R Fees on amounts participated to the
MBPTrust out of each Participated Loan shall be three quarters of one percent (0.75%) per annum.
For example, if HVBank participates $12M of a loan ($24M total loan size) to the MBPTrust, the
S,G,&R Fees shall be ($10MM * 1.25%) + ($2M *.75%) = $125,000 + $15,000 = $140,000 per year,
reducing proportionately to any amortization of the underlying loan (S,G,&R Fees decline on each
participated loan as each loan amortizes).

These Servicing Fees include 50 bps (0.50%) of  G&R Fees paid to RWAC for that work, but
RWAC’s G&R Fees shall be at risk if  the MBPTrust fails to achieve the guaranteed minimum yields
promised so that the existing and ongoing alignment of  interests between RWAC and MakerDAO is
reinforced.

Answer 2.(c.-d.): Historical Performance With These Loan Types

HVBank currently has a legal lending limit of  around seven million dollars ($7M) per borrower
relationship. “Legal Lending Limit” is a regulated term and is proportionate to a certain tier of  the
Bank’s capital. Thus, as the Bank’s capital base grows its Legal Lending Limit proportionately grows.
The proposed relationship with MakerDAO and proposed facility will be strategic insofar as it allows
the Bank to grow.

HVBank has been participating in loan syndications as the Syndicator and as the Participant for
many decades and has team members currently on staff  with extensive syndication expertise. The
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Bank will hire additional personnel to support syndications, as well as the entire Master Purchase
Agreement arrangement, as needed.

For the quarters 2Q21, 3Q21, and 4Q21, HVBank’s Commercial Lending Division originated new
commercial loan production of  $42.4M, $27.6M, and $49.6M, respectively. In the 1Q22, HVBank
originated year-to-date $31.1M with an additional $46M in underwriting or closing processes. On the
2021 commercial loan production, the gross interest yield on all non-construction loans averaged
about 4.50%, gross interest yield on construction loans averaged about 5.0%, and the total weighted
average gross interest yield averaged about 4.65%.

For the year ended 2021, HVBank as a whole reported $210,000 of  loan losses (losses incurred on
an outstanding loan) on total average assets at FYE of  $554.4 million (average loans of  $313.8
million) and total outstanding loans at FYE of  $376.5 million, for a credit loss rate of  around 0.06%.

Total average assets includes treasury securities, cash, investments, deposits at other banks, loans3

held for sale (residential mortgages), and outstanding loans (loans receivable) net of  allowance for
loan losses.

Answer 2.(f.): Annual and Quarterly Public Filings:

As of  09/30/21 (last reported quarterly filings):

Travis J. Thompson, Esq., Chairman, President & CEO, commented, “We are pleased with HVB’s
outstanding year to date performance as Residential Mortgage maintained its robust pace closing
1,885 new loans totaling $490 million, while our Business Banking team successfully facilitated $95.1
million in Paycheck Protection Program loan forgiveness in addition to new commercial loan
originations totaling $105.6 million.”

Total assets decreased $325.3 million to $536.3 million at September 30, 2021, from $861.6 million at
December 31, 2020. The decrease was primarily the result of  decreases of  $329.9 million in cash and
cash equivalents and $14.9 million in net loans held for sale (residential mortgages), offset by
increases of  $15.8 million in investment securities, $1.4 million in mortgage servicing rights and $1.2
million in right-of-use assets, and $864,000 in other assets. Cash and cash equivalents decreased
$329.9 million to $84.7 million at September 30, 2021 from $414.6 million at December 31, 2020 as
a result of  anticipated outflows of  retail deposits from certain accounts (PPP - deposits swelled and
then declined).

https://s25.q4cdn.com/332646200/files/doc_news/2021/11/Press-Release-for-9-30-21-final.pdf

As of  12/31/20 (last reported annual filings):

3

https://cdr.�ec.gov/public/ViewPDFFacsimile.aspx?subID=1637206&FIName=HUNTINGDON%
20VALLEY%20BANK&CertNum=30464&PDF508=false
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Total assets increased $507.0 million, or 143.0%, to $861.6 million at December 31, 2020, from
$354.6 million at December 31, 2019. The growth in total assets was primarily due to increases of
$394.0 million in cash and cash equivalents $58.8 million in loans receivable, $45.7 million in loans
held for sale, $2.4 million in available-for-sale securities, $2.0 million increase in mortgage servicing
right, $1.7 million in operating lease right-of-use asset and $1.7 million in mortgage banking
derivatives.

https://s25.q4cdn.com/332646200/files/doc_news/2021/Press-Release-December-31-2020-draft-8
.pdf

Answer 1.i.v.: Three year financial model including required funding

The proposed initial debt ceiling for the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement is one-hundred
million dollars ($100M) of  HVBank Participated Loansdiversified across all proposed Loan
Categories (i) through (iv), including Syndicated Loans, to be deployed over a period of  twelve (12)
to twenty-four (24) months from inception. $100M is intended to be the balance of  the MBPTrust,
and corresponds to an additional $100M of  assets on HVBank’s own balance sheet, subject to the
maintenance of  a 50% pro rata participation interest percentage. MakerDAO and the Trust agree
that the Participation Fund shall be adequately funded at all times during this initial period to meet
the funding needs of  the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement (while the vault debt ceiling is available
after MakerDAO governance approval, and the Trust facility is funded up-front from the vault, the
facility will not not funded in-full or any more than reasonable for operations, expected fundings,
and any other required expenses such a loan loss reserve that mirrors HVBank’).

The guaranteed minimum net floating rate yield to the Multi-Bank Participation Trust (the
“MBPTrust”, for the benefit of  MakerDAO) at the time of  origination and participation is 75 bps
over the one (1) month SOFR (replacement for LIBOR) (currently 0.083%, so the guaranteed
minimum net floating rate yield to the MBPTrust would currently be 0.883%). The guaranteed
minimum net fixed rate yield to the MBPTrust at the time of  origination and participation is 30
basis points (“bps”) over the closest like-term US treasury yield (e.g. currently 2.310% for the 5yr
Treasury, so the guaranteed minimum net fixed rate yield to the MBPTrust would currently be
2.610% on a 5yr loan).

MakerDAO will be the beneficiary of  over-performance and HVBank is incentivized to
over-perform for MakerDAO.

At the current benchmark rates, the expected net yield to the MBPTrust (net of  expected S,G,&R
Fees) at the time of  origination and participation is conservatively 3.00%. The intention of  the
portfolio is to have a mix of  fixed and variable rates that hedge overall rate exposure, balancing yield
with other risk factors.

HVBank has drafted a financial model for participation of  a forward flow of  loans into the
MBPTrust over 24 months (8 quarters) and will share that financial model for review in detail.
HVBank can share a more detailed financial model as needed.
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At MakerDAO’s option, for the purpose of  scaling and diversifying real world asset collateral, The
MBPTrust could expand the scope of  the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement or enter into
additional Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s) with HVBank, with debt ceilings(s) to be determined at
the time of  approval and issuance, allowing for the Trust to purchase loans originated by HVBank
(or syndicated, on the market, with HVBank’s coordination and participation), with floating and
fixed rates (if  fixed, not for more than 5 years) in one of  these Additional Loan Categories:

● (vii) residential mortgages that conform to Agency Requirements (“Agency Residential
Loans”)

● (viii) residential mortgages originated by HVBank that advantage crypto holders (“Crypto
Primary Residence Loans”); and

● (ix) a portfolio of  performing unsecured consumer loans (“Personal Loans”)

The Agency Residential Loans, Crypto Primary Residence Loans, and Personal Loans (collectively
the “Additional Loan Categories”) allow the Trust to diversify its investments into a wider range of
asset classes and debt types. The Subsequent Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s) will contain mutually
agreed upon parameters between the Trust and HVBank, including that HVBank retain a minimum
ownership sufficient to align the Bank’s interests with MakerDAO, that loans are rated “6” or better
(lower is better)by HVBank’s credit assessment, and that HVBank service the loans.

These Additional Loan Categories are not included in the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement and
are being highlighted as an option for Subsequent Portfolio Purchase Agreements that increase scale
and diversification of  real asset collateral for Dai.

Any Subsequent Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s) will contain mutually agreed upon parameters
between the Trust and HVBank, including that HVBank retain a minimum ownership sufficient to
align the Bank’s interests with MakerDAO, that loans are rated “6” or better (lower is better) by
HVBank’s credit assessment, and that HVBank service the loans.
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Answer 3.: Transaction Financial Structure

The transaction financial structure intends to establish a special purpose vehicle that is a Delaware
statutory trust (“DST”) called the Multi-Bank Participation Trust ( the “MBPTrust”) such that the
MBPTrust can enter into a distinct Portfolio Purchase Agreement with Huntingdon Valley Bank
(and, after finding success with HVBank, MakerDAO may onboard other commercial banks from
time to time as opportunities arise).

MakerDAO and the Trust agree that the Participation Fund shall be adequately funded at all times
during this initial period to meet the funding needs of  the First Portfolio Purchase Agreement (while
the vault debt ceiling is available after MakerDAO governance approval, and the Trust facility is
funded up-front from the vault, the facility will not be funded in-full or any more than reasonable
for operations, expected fundings, and any other required expenses such a loan loss reserve that
mirrors HVBank’s standard reserves).

The Trust will contain a revolving pool of  assets, where HVBank participates assets to the Trust and
services the assets as they amortize or revolve. The Portfolio Purchase Agreement will stipulate
mechanisms to ensure that (i) the new on-boarded assets meet the eligibility criteria set forth in the
financing documents and (ii) HVBank will act to make sure the Trust’s overall portfolio maintains
the stipulated risk retention standards.
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Answer 3.a.i.: Cash flow diagram (Dai to USD to Dai)

Answer 3.a.ii.: Priority of  Payments

Funds are first applied to interest and fees, secondly to principal due, and thereafter to other costs
such as Trustee Fees and S,G,&R Fees.

Monthly, as loan payments of  principal and interest are received, HVBank will remit to the Trust’s
account all monies received and owed to it, less any S,G,&R Fees, in accordance with the
Participation Agreement.  HVBank will remit said funds to the Trust within 3 business days of
receipt and reconciliation.  HVBank will remit funds to the Trust via Fedwire in US dollars.
Recurring transaction expenses, such as Trustee and S,G,&R Fees shall be taken from interest
payments from loans owned by the Trust. RWAC’s G&R fees are at risk if  the guaranteed minimum
yield is not achieved.

Dai slippage is currently taken from interest payments from loans owned by the Trust (but should
be negligible due to PSM and broker-dealer TWAP).
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Answer 3.a.iii.: Account Control

The SPV will be a Delaware Statutory Trust that is Administered by a regulated corporate Trustee in
Delaware. The Trustee will be a financial institution that is well capitalized and that carries insurance
such as Directors and Officers insurance and/or errors and omissions insurance. This Trust will be a
Directed Trust, and the Trust Sponsor which provides this direction will be an entity which
ultimately seeks its own direction from a committee appointed by MakerDAO. The Trust Sponsor
will have limited administrative  and commercial decision-making power,  and all material  terms in
the Purchase Agreement will not be amendable without the affirmative vote of  MakerDAO - as
verified by the Delaware Trustee (acting as the “Verification Agent'').

Payment from the MBPTrust  account to the Dai vault may be directed by the Counterparty, Trust
Sponsor, RWAC or the Trustee - all of  whom may be listed as eligible to direct transfers of  capital
back to MakerDAO.

Answer 4.: Transaction Legal Structure

While the legal structure proposed is contemplated to have a Trust Sponsor, a Delaware Statutory
Trust, a Trustee, and Participation Agreements (collectively the “Transaction Documents”), the final
Transaction Documents will emerge from arm’s length negotiation between the parties and the
support of  counsel.
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Answer 4.(a.-e.): Transaction Legal Structure

MakerDAO will engage legal counsel (through core unit(s) as needed). Subject to external counsel’s
consent and internal on-boarding processes, the same counsel will represent RWAC and relevant
core units. RWAC’s payment of  the proposed transaction’s legal fees is to give it financial and
reputational skin in the game. To the extent of  any unforeseen conflicts that require the relevant
core units to engage separate counsel, such determination will be made by the incubating Legal and
Transactional Services core unit at the time. This will be a cost for Maker.  RWAC is building a
(wide) bridge between regulated banking systems and (regulated) Decentralized Finance. These Trust
and Transaction Agreements are an important open source primitive for DeFi to do business with
TradFi.

A Delaware Statutory Trust structure has been used previously with 6S Capital’s MakerDAO Vault
and the legal documents for that structure are viewable here: https://www.rwa.company/6scapital

The Delaware Statutory Trust is a legal entity purposely built for bankruptcy remoteness and this
article covers the key features that make DSTs ideal for structured finance.

For loans participated to the Trust, HVBank will be the Servicer and, as needed, the Special Servicer,
utilizing HVBank’s full Servicing Departments and Special Servicer expertise, which handles nearly
one billion dollars of  annual loan transactions.

HVBank loans will primarily use Pennsylvania law and will, if  under Pennsylvania law, includea
Confession of  Judgmentprovision which gives the lender enormous leverage in the event of  a
borrower default.

Answer 5.a.: MakerDAO Specific Issues

Huntingdon Valley Bank intends to use a modified version of  the Delaware statutory trust structure
used in the 6s Capital Vault. MakerDAO will engage (directly or through an authorized Core Unit) a
high quality, experienced law firm to advise on the structuring, tax, and regulatory compliance of  the
MBPTrust. RWAC will pay MakerDAO’s legal fees (see above). RWAC’s payment of  legal fees
equates to RWAC’s skin in the game beyond its reputation.

The proposed MakerDAO Bank Participation Trust or Multi-Bank Participation Trust (the
“MBPTrust”) Structure is formed in the following manner and addresses the MakerDAO Specific
Issues as follows:

● A Trust Sponsor
○ The MBPTrust is formed by a Trust Sponsor. The Trust Sponsor is currently

proposed to be a Cayman Islands Foundation, whose sole legal representative is its
Supervisor. The jurisdiction and corporate structure of  the Trust Sponsor may be
amended on the advice of  counsel. The Cayman Foundation, in its capacity as Trust
Sponsor, will seek instruction from a committee elected and maintained by Maker
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Governance. It will pass this instruction to the Delaware Trustee when appropriate.
It is anticipated that the Trust Sponsor will occasionally be required to weigh in on
commercial and managerial issues with the facility. The Trust Agreement itself  and
any material term (the definition of  which will be mutually defined by HVBank and
the relevant Core Units) in the credit agreement may only be amended by using a
Verification Agent, which checks for the affirmative vote of  MakerDAO to
corroborate the content of  any amendment. The Trust Sponsor will issue irrevocable
instructions to the Delaware Trustee and to the broker-dealer in order to ensure the
security of  cash flows.

● A Delaware Statutory Trust (the “MBPTrust)
○ The MBPTrust is a legal entity which will purchase and custody the assets, or liens

over assets. It is proposed to be a Delaware Statutory Trust. This entity will enter
into a Master Purchase Agreement (and Portfolio Purchase Agreement(s)) or a
Master Credit Agreement with Huntingdon Valley Bank (the “Transaction
Documents”). Said Transaction Documents will provide clear rules around the ability
of  Huntingdon Valley Bank to participate loans to the MBPTrust. All Transaction
Documents pertaining to or entered into by the MBPTrust will require an affirmative
vote of  MakerDAO, via a Verification Agent, to amend. Any actions deemed
“immaterial” in the agreements will be referred to the Trust Sponsor. The Delaware
Trustee will have irrevocable instructions from the Trust Sponsor to only transfer
USD from its escrow account to the Trust or to the bank account of  the
broker-dealer.

● A Broker-Dealer
○ In order to ensure secure transactions from Dai to USD and vice-versa, the address

of  a regulated broker-dealer will be encoded into the MIP21 secure conduit. It is only
this entity which will ever touch Dai. The broker-dealer has irrevocable instructions
from the Trust Sponsor to only exchange Dai for USD and vice-versa based on
pre-agreed upon terms and may only send that Dai or USD to the Trust Sponsor’s
escrow account with the Trustee’s bank or to the secure conduit.

Answer 5.d.: MakerDAO Specific Issues: Mandatory and Administrative Decisions

The terms and the final Agreements for the MBPTrust will be approved by a vote of  MKR token
holders. Thereafter, decisions by all Parties will be in accordance with those Agreements and if  the
Agreements are ambiguous then clarifying amendments will be brought to an MKR vote or to a
trusted third party appointed by an MKR vote.
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